NOTE: expansion packs are to be played in order. Do not add
this pack unless ‘most’ of expansion pack #1 is being played in
the game. The expansion pack characters are added in order
of occurrence on the character lists.
LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR EXPANSION PACK #2

These players may be played in any combination and are all gender flexible.
CHARACTER

Skye Gandalf
Nurse
OPTIONAL
Angel
Angstrom
Bounty Hunter
OPTIONAL

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

Skye is an emergency room nurse at the Pinehorn Medical
Center who refuses to befriend others unless it
Scrubs or
compensates or benefits in some manner. This caregiver is other nursing
stone-faced, impossibly strong, and is severely addicted to uniform.
tomatoes.
An outlaw bounty hunter with many burned bridges in
Pinehorn, Angel has to go the extra mile to get things done.
Angel has a cold, calculating demeanor, yet is still quite
likable. When not on the road hunting bail-jumping felons,
Angel works as a sketch artist at the police station.

With eyes that will turn madder than hatters and a friendly
Dane Havisham personality that becomes mysterious and untamed, Dane
Havisham is a self-made chocolatier and owner of
Chocolatier
Havisham Chocolates. Dane claims to speak telepathically
with animals and is a highly-imaginative candy maker who
OPTIONAL
makes cutting-edge chocolates that are sold globally.
Obsessed with the color purple, close friends refer to Dane
as Grape.
Florian sings and plays the harp and has climbed to the top
Florian Eyre
of the pop charts with the song Mermaid Tinsel. Will it be a
Singer, Songwriter one hit wonder? Only time will tell. Florian is quite talkative,
notably when it comes to describing whims, imaginations,
and dreams. A technophobe who digitally lives in the
OPTIONAL
eighties, Florian is a great dancer who will cut a rug when
tunes are playing.
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Leather (or
pleather)
vests/pants,
long hair
(wig), feather
clips in hair,
and many
leather wrist
bands.
Dane loves
purple, so
choose deep
purples and
see if you can
find a dark
Willy Wonkainspired
costume.
Trendy,
eccentric,
pop-idol
attire.

August
Orlando
Employee, House
of Dread
OPTIONAL
Hero Tintin
Travel Writer
OPTIONAL

August Orlando is a tough-as-nails antisocial haunted
house actor at the House of Dread. Sometimes, August’s
alter ego known as The Grim surfaces. The other
employees at the House of Dread have complained about
August practicing smiles in the hall of mirrors. They find it
creepy and fear for their lives.
Hero Tintin is a cerebrally-brilliant, refined, and
sophisticated travel writer. With refined tastes in music,
fine art, and cuisine, Hero speaks several languages and is
profoundly offended by disrespect. Hero travels the globe
and writes blogs for Travel Guide Universal and is
obsessed with Christmas.

Hayden
Sabbath
A wayward recluse, Hayden’s optimism stands in contrast
Professor,
to the hardened exterior and cynical behavior. Known to be
Hogcastle
a perfectionist, this professor of moon science at Hogcastle
Preparatory School
OPTIONAL
Mickey
Humbert
Movie Critic
OPTIONAL

Preparatory School is a no-nonsense instructor and refuses
to lend an ear to hogwash or tomfoolery.
A self-loathing bully who is unaware of other’s problems or
feelings, Mickey Humbert is a pessimistic film critic who
day-dreams continuously of what s/he couldn’t be in life.
Mickey’s a tiresome flake who’s always exhausted, so that
often leads to canceling plans with others that were made
months in advance.
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Any creepy
attire.
Optional to
bring a ‘Mr.
Hyde’ mask
with you for
when The
Grim comes
out.
Casual,
tourist/resort
wear.
Optional: any
type of
touristinspired
props.

Black
cloak/robe.

Casual attire.
A movie tshirt if you
have one.

